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From the chair Chang wins
...%::: 2:;*;§,5;°;:::fC:..‘;i*::;‘?;:;::.: Young Faculty Award
ing size and quality of our faculty and
graduate and undergraduate programs. Four
faculty members held NSF grants during
1986—three of them new awards—with
good prospects for a fifth award and a

renewal before the end of the year. Our
workshops bring a large number of visiting
scholars to the campus each year. We now
run six of them with the addition of the ap-
plied microeconomics workshop. We are
very fortunate to have hired Pravin Trivedi
in econometrics during last year's recruiting
efforts, and will recruit for positions in labor
and international trade this year.

Our undergraduate program continues to
grow in several dimensions. We have added
specialized minors in economics during the
past year and are working with the College _

of Arts and Sciences on a proposed Arts and
Administration major that is designed to Fwu-Ranq Chang, assistant professor in
combine an Arts College and a Business cur- the Economics Department since 1983, was
riculum. Roy Gardner, James Walker, and one of five faculty on the IU Bloomington
Arlington Williams have been designated as campus to receive the newly-established Out-
Honors Faculty by the Honors Division and standing Young Faculty Awards for 1986-87.
will take primary responsibility for honors The awards are designed to support the re-
courses and our honors program. We are search of untenured faculty members and are
proud of the quality of our economics given to young faculty who show promise
majors. Those who have been successful in of achieving distinction as scholars. Chang
winning departmental and university awards was nominated by faculty in the Economics
are noted elsewhere in the Trend Line. Department and was chosen by a commit-

You probably have received a letter this tee designated by the Dean of Faculties and
fall soliciting contributions for the depart- the Dean of Research and Graduate Develop-
ment. Your donations have increased each ment, The other recipients were faculty in
year since the Economics Enrichment Fund the departments of Uralic and Altaic studies,
was established in 1982. These funds are in- psychology, political science, and fine arts.
valuable in the face of current budget Each faculty member will receive a $4,000
stringencies. Last year they enabled us to summer fellowship, $4,000 for the 1986-87
purchase word processing equipment and academic year, and a $2,000 grant-in-aid.
software for our staff. They also pay for our Professor Chang, who has PhD's in both
part of the newsletter and help with expenses mathematics and economics, will apply ad-
of the reception at the annual meetings of the vanced techniques from these disciplines to
American Economic Association (see an- solve fundamental theoretical questions in
nouncement in this newsletter). We hope to economics. His research is in the theory of
greet many of you there and to hear from consumer behavior, which is of interest also
many others during the year. We greatly ap- for empirical studies and policy analysis.
preciate your support, both in dollars and Chang poses several questions that he will
in maintaining contacts over the years. attempt to answer; What is the effect of the

recent sharp increase in life expectancy on
Lloyd D. Orr the retirement date? ls past consumption a

good predictor of future consumption? Can
we describe the economic environment in
terms of tastes and opportunities that
underlie a given savings function? ln par-
ticular, what theoretical structure is implicit
in the Keynesian consumption function in an
economic growth context? The object of
Chang's research is to solve Stochastic In-
verse Optimal problems and related areas.

Thurow to
visit campus

Lester C. Thurow, Gordon Y. Billiard Pro-
fessor of Economics and Management at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will
be on the Bloomington campus from March
1-5, 1987. His visit is sponsored by the Pat-
ten Foundation and will include at least one
public lecture during the week. Members of
the Economics Department hope to arrange
some informal meetings so that students, as

well as faculty, will have an opportunity to
talk with the well-known economist.

IU ECONOMICS
DEPARTMENT

ALUMNI PARTY
at the AEA meetings

in New Orleans
Monday, December 29, 1986

5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

New Orleans Marriott Hotel
Bonaparte Room

ALL ARE WELCOME
Greet former classmates

and teachers



Saunders wins Gardner on
Washington Honor Medal the road

in part: “during the 1984-85 academic year Professor Roy Gardner spent the 1985-86
no less than seven separate economic educa- academic year at the University of Bonn in
tion projects were operating or initiated in West Germany (reported in our 1985 Trend
which Professor Saunders provided the in- Line). From the many communications we
tellectual guiding force, either as chief con- received from Gardner while he was in Ger-
sultant, author, or presenting lecturer. These many, it was apparent that he also spent
programs and projects range from year-long much of his time visiting other places in
national television/ film series to one-day Europe, giving conference papers and
seminar workshops, and the target audiences seminars on his research interests in
range from elementary school students economics. Professor Gardner, who was an
through high school students to college Alexander von Humboldt Fellow at the
students and practicing clergy. Two themes University of Bonn, conducted research in
that unite these programs and projects are two major categories: the application of
their proven effectiveness, as established by game theory in economics and the applica-
independent evaluators, and their tremen- tion of game theory in biology. He shared
dous multiplier effect beyond the confines of his research with colleagues at several Euro-
Professor Saunders’ own classroom. It is safe pean institutions, including the University of
to say that his ideas and influence reached Paris, Hebrew University (Jerusalem) and

Phillip Saunders, professor of economics, more students in 1984-85 than most Tel-Aviv University, the University of
was awarded the George Washington Honor educators reach in a lifetime." Prague and the Hungarian Academy of
Medal for excellence in economics education Editor's Note: Professor Saunders joined Seienees, Catheiie University Of l-Oi-lvain,
by the Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge, the IU Economics Department in 1970. For and the University Of Bielefeld. On several
Pennsylvania. The award was presented at more details about Professor Saunders and Oeeasiens Gardner gave his papers in French

an honors luncheon held in Indianapolis in his work on economics education, we refer Or German-
Iune. you to articles in previous Trend Line Before returning to the Us in lune, Gard-

The citation accompanying the award said newsletters: fall 1984 and winter 1981. ner met With the president of the Federal
Republic of Germany, Richard von Weiz-
sacker, whose father and brother both are
economists. Professor Gardner and the Ger-M ' w°ld ' t d man president compared notes on training

1 e for economists and noted the growing em-
phasis on mathematical skills at major
universities in both countries.

Esfandiar Maasoumi and David E. Wildasin joined the department in 1979
Wildasin have been promoted to full pro- and has been active in developing the cur-
fessor, effective Iuly 1, 1986. Maasoumi has riculum in public finance at both the
been a member of the_IU faculty’ since 1982. graduate and undergraduate levels. He is the A help "1aiO rs
He was instrumental in developing the cur- author of numerous articles and a book on
rent graduate program in econometrics and public sector economics, published recently. Zulth Ca feefs
in establishing the Econometrics Workshop In 1978 he received a grant from the National
(see related article in this issue). Maasoumi Science Foundation for a study of general Three alumni of the Economics Depart-
has many publications in theoretical econo- equilibrium welfare analysis of inter- ment participated in an Economics Career
metrics and is extending his current research governmental grants. Professor Wildasin is Night meeting for undergraduates on Oc-
interests to include some areas in economic on leave during the 1986-87 academic year tober 9 in Ballantine Hall. Lloyd C. Lyons,
theory. An example of the new interest is his to continue and expand his research interests BA’66; Peter Gould, BA'74; and Thomas ].
paper, "The Measurement and Decomposi- in analysis of tax policy in credit-rationed Rillo, BA’82, described their own career

tion of Multidimensional Inequality,” which economies. He will work at the Center for paths after graduation from IU and offered
appeared in Econometrica last Iuly. Operations Research and Econometrics suggestions to students about valuable
Maasoumi will be on leave in the spring to (CORE) at the University of Louvain in coursework in eeonomics and other areas

serve as visiting professor of economics at Belgium. and described a range of job possibilities.
the University 9t California at Santa Professor Willard E. Witte, graduate studies
Barbara. director for the Economics Department, talk-

ed to students about graduate work in
economics and outlined the job market for
those with master's and doctor's degrees.

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT BOX SCORE—FALl.. 1986 Presentations were also given by represen-
tatives from IU's Business Placement and

32 full-time faculty members (projection of 35 by 1988) Arts and Sciences Placement offieea

73 graduate students on campus (14 entered this fall) Lyons is senior vice-president of the In-
28O undergraduate majors diana National Bank'in Indianapolis, Gould

. . is an employee benefit consultant in Bloom-
5,393 students enrolled in economics courses ingtom and Rino is investment brokerin
6 active workshops (total of 58 visiting speakers last year) Bloomingtom After the presentations’

Degrees granted in 1985-86: 85 BA's students asked questions of the speakers and
12 MA’5 also had the opportunity to talk individual-

9 phD'S ly with them at the conclusion of the
meeting.



Williams, Walker use laboratory
to study economic behavior

Arlington W. Williams, associate pro-
fessor, and Iames M. Walker, assistant pro-
fessor, are leaders among a growing group
of economists who utilize laboratory
methods to conduct their research. In a

relatively new field called “experimental
economics," Williams and Walker have
made important contributions through the
design of computerized market experiments
used in the research, and through refinements
of the economic theory used to explain
market behavior. The published results of
their experiments appear in the leading jour-
nals of the profession. Both Williams, who
joined the IU faculty in 1979, and Walker,
who joined the faculty in 1984, have main-
tained substantial funding from the pres-
tigious National Science Foundation in an era
of funding scarcity.

Traditional research in economics involves
the forming of economic hypotheses that
have emerged from the applications of
economic theory. The researcher designs an
abstract model, or theory, which contains
the major elements, in a simplified version,
of the real-world situation being studied. Us-
ing the model, the researcher derives real- tity demanded!) development for Iames Walker. Continuing
world implications that are then tested for Professor Williams has devoted most of his the subject of his PhD dissertation, he con-
validity by econometric methods, defined as work in experimental economics to analyz- ducted studies of energy demand related to
the application of statistics to the testing of ing various types of auction market time-of-day electricity pricing and responses
economic models. mechanisms. These include double-auction to conservation incentives. One aspect of his

Experimental economists, including markets and posted-offer markets. The work showed that earlier research was based

Williams and Walker, have changed the double-auction market involves sellers and on invalid specifications of an experimental
traditional approach to economic research by buyers who are free to make a series of of- design. By re-analyzing the data, Walker and
testing the validity of economic models in fers and counter-offers until “acceptance” oc- his colleagues provided important new infor-
controlled laboratory settings. This means curs and a contract is made. Participating mation on a prominent current problem and
that some of the predictions of the economic subjects are given a monetary reward based helped establish new guidelines for policy
models can be tested more precisely with the on their performance in the experiment, so decisions.
results of the laboratory experiments. A there is a real incentive to "buy low” and “sell Over the past four years Professor Walker
substantial and growing body of economic high.” In the posted-offer market, the sellers has spent much of his research time on bid-
research can be conducted in a way that present offers to buyers that the buyers either ding behavior in the sealed-bid auctions (as

parallels research done in the natural accept or not, with no negotiation permitted. used in the sale of US Treasury bonds) and
sciences. This is analogous to our ordinary retail shop- on laboratory experiments that explore the

While both Williams and Walker use the ping arrangements. "free rider” problem of public goods provi-
computer to conduct and evaluate their ex- The most recent focus of William's ex- sion. In both of these areas Walker
periments, other earlier experimental panding research using double auctions is developed extensive computer skills that
economists used different means to carry on financial asset markets. In the financial asset allowed him to devise the programs neces-

their research, ranging from blackboards to market, a designated number of shares is sary to conduct the experiments on the
telephones and electronic equipment de- divided among competing traders who PLATO computer network. Walker’s studies
signed for particular experiments. Williams formulate price quotations (bids to buy and of the sealed-bid auction use a setting in
has been perhaps the most prominent offers to sell) for asset shares on the basis of which buyers privately submit bids for an

developer of the software that has allowed future price and dividend expectations. Ac- item. The bids are arrayed from highest to
him and others to use the interactive PLATO cording to Williams, “an exciting result from lowest, and the highest bidder is awarded the

computer system as the basis for experi- the initial series of PLATO asset market ex- item. Buyers are paid in cash for the accumu-

ments. This has meant that experiments can periments is that we have been able experi- lated difference over a series of auctions be-
be carried out simultaneously by subjects in mentally to observe ’speculative price bub~ tween the assigned value for sale items and
different locations. Williams and Walker use bles' where asset prices are driven far above the price paid. Results of these studies have
human subjects competing for cash rewards the underlying value (determined by the divi- raised questions about some traditional
in their experiments. Other researchers in dend structure) due to a ’snowballing’ effect assumptions concerning bidding behavior
both economics and psychology have fol- of inflationary expectations.” The ability to and have illustrated the interconnection of
lowed a long tradition in experimental observe this phenomenon in a tightly con- theory and experimentation that is possible
psychology by using nonhuman subjects trolled laboratory setting is of tremendous with the research methodology used.

such as rats or pigeons in experiments where interest to both theorists and empiricists in The "free rider” problem is a behavioral
it is prohibitively expensive or unethical to the fields of finance and economics. hypothesis modelled in all of the social
use human subjects. (NOTE: rats display the Research interests in experimental
inverse relationship between price and quan- economics have taken a different couse of (Continued on next page)

Arlington Williams (left) and Iames Walker in an experimental economics laboratory.



Econometrics bolstered Retired economies

by new faculty member Professor ‘hes
I William Charles Cleveland, emeritus pro-

Led by the efforts of Professor Esfandiar with research topics and methodology. Pr0- fessor of economics, died on lanuary 28,

Maasoumi, the department is increasing its fessor Trivedi's appointment is significant for 1986 in Bloomington. He joined the IU fac-

effectiveness and visibility in the field of the department as a whole and fosters sub- ulty in 1927 and retired in 1967. Professor

econometrics with the addition of Professor stantial growth of econometrics as a field of Cleveland was chair of the department from
Pravin K. Trivedi to the faculty. Professor study at Indiana. 1950 through 1954 and helped develop the

Trivedi will come to Indiana in Ianuary 1987 graduate program in economics. In 1949 he

from his present post on the Faculty of was the co-author of a study entitled Greek

Economics and Commerce at The Australian Monetary Developments 1938-1948, still
National University. His interests include recognized as an important contribution to

both theoretical and applied econometrics rofessional literature on the effects of end-

and macroeconomics. ijng inflation. During World War II
Professor Trivedi received the BSc, MSc, Cleveland was an economist with the Na-

and PhD degrees from the London School Professor Robert W- Carr1Phell i5 one Oi tional Resources Planning Board and the

of Economics. He served as a research assis- 5iX Amerieah Specialists lh Soviet 5h1die5 in“ War Production Board in Washington, DC.

otant at the London School of Economics from Vited lo Partieillate in a W°rl<5h0P lh China
19oo_o3- leetnret in eeonoinetties at Uni- in December. The scholars will meet with a

versity College/‘London, from 1968-70; and group of Chinese specialists on the Soviet

lecturer, senior lecturer, and associate direc- Urlioh Deeerriher 1446 at the lheiltute for
tor of Southampton Model Unit at the Uni_ Contemporary International Relations in use labaratary
versity of Southampton, 1970-74. He has Belllh8- The Visit is 5P°h5°r9d lh the Us by
held visiting positions at a number of the International Research and Exchanges (Continued from previous Page)

academic institutions, including the Univer- Board (lREX)- The Arrlerioari delegation ir1- sciences. It involves the issue of providing
sity of British Columbia, the India Statistical ClL1de5 three eeohorhisis and three SPeCiali5f$ the optimal amount of jointly consumed

Institute, and the University of Chicago. in Soviet domeslie Poliiies and foreign goods when there is no way to differentiate
Trivedi is the author of more than 40 policy. between those who contribute to funding of

publications and has earned an international Campbell Slates that “Study of the Soviet the goods and those who do not. One exam-

reputation for both theoretical and applied Union languished in China for a number of ple might be a church organization where

eeonotnetriesi years, but is now undergoing a revival, and some members of the congregation con-
Professor Ttivedig appointment is the the Chinese are interested both in the way tribute more heavily than others to the

mgst recent Qf Several pggitigns in eCQn()- I'€S€8I'Cl'\ and training in tl‘1iS are OT" ChLtI‘Ch bLldg€t, but all D'1€ITib€I'S attend

metrics in the last five years. Each of the ganized in the US and in the substantive church or receive various services on an

faculty members possesses different interests views on Soviet affairs of scholars in other equal basis. Walker’s research has found con-

and skills, so that the econometrics program countries.” He expects to spend 10 days in sistently that the level of “free riding” is

is developing with impressive range and China visiting a number of other institutes related inversely to the individual return to
strength. The group not only can offer wide- and universities that conduct research and investments in the jointly consumed good.

ranging coursework to our undergraduate training in Soviet studies. Campbell was This result is very important because it helps

and graduate students, but it can also give director of IU's Russian and East European explain and reconcile some apparently con-

important impetus to students who need help Institute from 1984-86. flicting results reported in other studies, Pro-
fessor Walker is beginning a study with other
economists and political scientists at IU that
will continue the study of “free riding” and
extend the search for experimental data that
can contribute to a better understanding of
this problem.

In addition to the many research pub-
lications in which professors Williams and
Walker share their work with colleagues,
both researchers have been invited often to
present their findings at conferences, work-
shops, and professional meetings sponsored
by organizations such as the American
Economic Association, the Econometric
Society, and the Public Choice Society. On
the IU campus, Professor Williams has

played a leading role in improving the quan-
tity and quality of computer equipment
available for faculty use, and Professor

se Walker has participated in several campus
and departmental committees for curricular
and teaching innovations and improvements.

“ Both possess solid reputations as good

Graduate student award winners at the departments spring pizza party included Eungwon teachers, and their success as such provides

Nho, left, winner of the Taulman A. Miller Award for best international student; and David substantial evidence for the oft-stated view

W. Harless, winner of the Alice French Award for best associate instructor. Not available that teaching and research are intertwined
for the picture was Narendra Iadhav, winner of the Henry M. Oliver Award for the best skills, each reflecting effort and competence

graduate student in economic theory. in the other.



Alumni trends Three in economics
BE]I()RE197Q awarded NSF grants

Said Youssif Amin, MA'67, is deputy president,
Presidency of Civil Aviation and director, Inter- In recent months three faculty members in Core." Professor Becker expects to complete
11atior\a1AirPori5 Proiooi in the Kingdom of salldi the Economics Department have been the research, involving a theoretical study of
A1'ab1a- awarded grants from the National Science the dynamics of capital accumulation and the

vl'aP°“g B°°“kmid‘a'de“' PhD'68' ‘S Chlef °f Foundation to support research projects. The time consistency of economic decisions in
ggljiirgiiraiqiiaflgniihe Commerce Department in recipients are William E. Becker, Robert A. August 1987.

Sfipheii C_ Cmwiey BA“ is branch manager Becker, and James Walker. James M. Walker, assistant professor, was
for human resource information for McDonnell William E. Becker, professor, received the awarded an NSF grant to continue his work
Douglas Corporation in gig Louis’ grant ts siippolitgriesearc: on the elastitéity of (with R. Mark Isaac of the University of

Sherman F. Dallas, BA’55, is on the faculty of eman or i er e ucation. Pro essor Arizona) in the field of experimental
Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta. Becker reported the results of his study in a economics. Professor Walker's project ex-

Peter Fortune, BA'67, Professor of ooorlorrlios paper entitled “The Demand for Higher tends investigation begun under a previous
at Ths Uh_l"er5itY' writes that he is direcmr °f Education" before a meeting of the National NSF grant. The title of his most recent pro-
the eC‘f"°m‘°5 §rf‘d“af° P‘°$“‘m_th°re' id i Science Foundation's Division of Policy ject is ”Experimental Tests of Models of
Dmvyln D‘ Gllhef Ir” BA 65' ls PR51 em O Research and Analysis Seminar on Univer- Cooperative and Non Cooperative Behavior:unhill Personnel in Fort Wayne, IN. s.t O . d F. . W h. P . d P bi. G d M k ,, H

Donald S_Hoim,PhD,52’ istreasurer and vice_ iy perations an inance in as ington, rivate an u ic oo s ar ets. eex- _

president of the University of Missouri at DC in Iune 1986. pects to complete the work in December,
CO]umbia_ Robert A. Becker, associate professor, 1987. See article about professors Walker .

Iames L. Iordan, BA'67, MBA’69, is a partner received an NSF grant for a study entitled and Williams in this issue. _

in the accounting firm of Roy J. Pile and Co. in "Capital Accumulation and the Recursive
Indianapolis.

Peter I. Leonard, BA'58, is assistant field
manager for the US General Services Administra-
tion in Raleigh, NC. O 0

Preston Martin, PhD’52, formerly vice chairman
of the Federal Reserve Board, is chief executive of-
f' f I-l.F.Hld' 8' dL B k ° oiiiceii-Iaiolraiii 0 ings avings an oan an

Marjorie ]. Stanley, PhD’53, is professor and

'i::hal"/2,‘ ‘i:‘i'“Ce at Texas Christian University in The Economics Department has a thriv- Economics Department last year, said the
on on ing set of workshops that provide forums for Microeconomics Workshop fills a need for

197Q_198o visiting speakers and for graduate students faculty and students in several University
Stephen L Able, phD'79, is manage, ofthe De_ who are exploring theses topics. Last year departments who are interested in applied

inand and Analysis giaff at Indiana Bel] in 1n- there were five workshops led by faculty economics. The emphasis of the new work-
dianapolis, but has saved enough time to teach an members in the areas of money and macro- shop, according to Professor Hashimoto, will
evening introductory microeconomics course for economics, microeconomic theory, eco- be on application-oriented research topics
F119 Eoonomios Dopartmot in Bloomingtorl d“r' nomic history, econometrics, and centrally bringing microeconomic theory and econo-
mg the hrs‘ Semesfeh 1986- planned economies. Most of the workshops metrics to bear on interesting real-world

Mmhtaq Ahmad’ PhD'72' 15 an economlc met biweekly and were the source of intellec- problems
Z?zil:;;la:ihfrfi$:i:fa;l;v£Si°n of the Government tual stimulation and help with research A number of meetings for the first semester

Professor Jeremy Atack’ PhD,76, On the {acuity methodology for faculty and Sfi.lCl€l’ltS.alll<€. have been planned already, with five visiting
of Univeisiiy Oiminois economics department, has This fall Professor Masanori Hashimoto speakers and three economics faculty
been awanieda National gcience Foundation grant has inaugurated a workshop in applied scheduled to give presentations.
to gather data on American industrialization. The microeconomics. I-lashimoto, who joined the
two-and-a-half year grant was made jointly to
Atack and to I. Fred Bateman of the IU Business
School.

Maurice Cirgis, PhD’7O, is a member of the Application to join the
economics faculty at Ball State University in Mun- , _ , _ , ,
cie, IN. Indiana University Alumni Association

Katherine A. Goeddel, BA'77, MBA'80, is a

systems analyst for Tektronix, Inc. in Wilsonville,

OR- A single dues payment includes membership in both the IU Alumni Association and
R°b°'t E‘ Keleher’ PhD'76’ was a semor the College of Arts and Sciences-Graduate School Alumni Association which supports

h P d ’ C l f '
economist with t e resi ems ounci O activities for raduates of the De artment of Econom'csEconomic Advisers in 1985-86. On September 1 g P 1 '

he became special assistant to governors Martha
Seeger and Manual Iohnson of the Board of Gover- Please Eheck One?
nors, Federal Reserve System, in Washington, DC.
Keleher is on leave from his position with the i_$ZO Single Annual ______$25O Single Life
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta.

Paulette 5“? Lorna": BA'75/ is an amour" ex" $26 Family Annual (husband and wife) $350 Family Life
ecutive with Dean Witter Reynolds in Southfield,
Ml. Name

David H. Mersereau, BA’76, has formed his own
law firm in Anchorage, AK. The Trend Line editor Address
enjoyed a brief visit with David this summer in C. S .

his law office, located in a restored historical house My tate . . . ZIP
in Anci.iorage_ Please send your check made payable to the IU Alumni Association,

IMU M-17, Bloomington, Ind. 47405
(Continued on next page)
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Stanley P. Stephenson, ]r., PhD'73, is associate
professor of management in the University of Hart-
ford Barney School of Business in West Hartford,
CT

=

'~4'1z=¢

1981-1986
Hans I. Boerner, BA'85, is serving in the Peace

Corps and is stationed in Cameroon (Africa).
Timothy N. Cason, BA'86, entered the PhD pro-

gram in economics at the University of California-
Berkeley this fall. He received an assistantship from
the department of economics.

Richard Clements, BA’86, entered IU's School
of Business this fall to begin study for an MBA.

losh I. Coughlin, BA'85, is a marketing represen-

tative for IBM in Indianapolis.
Mark W. DuBois, BA'86, has been hired as a

management trainee by the First National Bank in

Cincinnati, Qi'i- Undergraduate award winners at the department's spring pizza party included, left to right,

Ma'°“5 D- D““1°P' BA'83' is ‘”°‘l‘i“g in the in" Scott A. Anderson, winner of the Carroll Christensen Prize for best major with broad in-

vestigaon “nit for the Attorney General °f Ohio’ terests- Richard Clements and Timothy N. Cason co—winners of the Iames Moffat Prize

anggjcjlsr?ilnégirlgglgédiggiaes for best senior in economics. Clements was also the co-winner of the Stadelmann Scholar-

tative w>;th~Xer0X C0;porati(;n in Indiangpolis ship in economics, and Cason also won the prize for the best honors thesis.

Thomas C. Froehle, BA'85, is a student at the
University of Michigan School of Law.

Deborah I. Heger, BA’86, entered the IU-
Bloomin ton School of Law this fall.

DanielgM. Kiley, BA’84, is sales coordinator for '
Mayflower Corporation in Indianapolis. The IU Department of Economics and the IU Alumni Association are always interested

Kendrick]. Middleton, BA’84, began work last to learn about the personal activities, professional advancements, awards, and publica-

sPi"in8 as an assistant manager i°r Aniaiian tions of our graduates. Please complete this form and return to Alumni Records, M-17

Hetcher Financial 5e1"’iCe5i“I“dianaP°li5~ Ken had Memorial Union, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405. PLEASE USE THIS
b€€I\ working f0!‘ 21 pharmaceutical company in
Chicago before moving to Indianapolis.

w.{:."“.::i:;si.t;:g§;::‘:.?*;§:iisma" Name
Ross M. Richardson, BA'83, visited the

Economics Department last summer. He is a Address
member of the technical staff for Bell Laboratories
in Holmel, N]. . -

Randall S. Strause, BA’85, is in his second year Clty State Zlp
at Vanderbilt School of Law.

Ianice Chabes Whittington, BA’86, began work Present pos1tion/employer
in August as the managing bookkeeper for Quality

C°ang5' Inc" Eva“5"me' Professional and personal news
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